
STOP  
THE SPAM 
MADNESS
Three Tips to Make Every Collections Phone Call Count



According to the Collections Bureau of  America, on average, debt 
collection statistics showed a decrease in recovery rates from 30% a 
few decades ago to just 20%  in 2020. This is likely due to the many rules 
and regulations that were put in place to protect consumers. While the 
recent stimulus packages consumers received have resulted in declining 
delinquencies, that’s expected to rise in the near future.

Research shows that customers prefer the phone channel, especially when it 
comes to high value, and/or complex issues. 

But because of robocalls, scams and fraud, customers hesitate to answer 
the phone if they don’t know who’s calling. Further, some calls from contact 
centers are mis-tagged as SPAM or even blocked – so the party is never 
even reached. 

And, Regulation F is forcing collectors to comply with regulations and 
respond to the shift in consumer behavior towards self-service. Instituting 
an omnichannel approach, that includes the phone, emails and texts, will 
enable more and more consumers to complete transactions faster.

Collectors that employ solutions to overcome these issues—and make every 
phone call count—will position themselves to increase efficiencies and profit 
margins, and contact consumers faster than their competitors, all while 
complying with regulations.

Hurdles in Reaching Right Party Contacts 
(RPCs) for Collections Agencies

63%
Enterprises who say voice  

channel is critical to meeting  
their customer service goals

Calls that are mislabeled  
and tagged as spam

24%

97%
Survey respondents who say they 
lost revenue due to call blocking  

and tagging in the past six months1
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https://www.home.neustar/resources/whitepapers/government-agency-call-experience


What’s in a Name?

Today’s consumers are skeptical of everything, 
including the phone. But, they’re much more likely  
to answer the phone if they know who’s calling.

Caller Name Optimization (CNO), a solution by 
Neustar, a TransUnion company, helps enterprises 
designate verified business numbers for all of their 
outbound calls through one centralized online portal. 

This process ensures outbound calls aren’t mislabeled, 
tagged as SPAM, or blocked.  CNO also provides a 
way to register inbound-only numbers as Do-Not-
Originate (DNO), reducing the risk of phone numbers 
being used by fraudsters to make scam calls.
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https://www.home.neustar/trusted-call-solutions/caller-name-optimization


THREE TIPS
We put together the following 
three tips on how CNO can help 
your agency increase efficiencies 
and reach more RPCs.
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Having access to a centralized, up-to-date 
telephone number (TN) inventory is the first step 
in improving your outbound call results. You can:

  Verify your existing inventory of telephone 
number records

  Disconnect and stop paying for numbers you 
no longer use

  Centrally manage, monitor, and update 
telephone numbers to eliminate inconsistent 
caller IDs and improve call answer rates

Inventory  
the Call 
Environment

TIP 1
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Business phone numbers often display 
inconsistent, inaccurate, or even blank caller ID 
names due to variations across internal systems 
and processes. But, when customers aren’t sure 
who’s calling, they aren’t likely to answer the 
phone. It’s important that you:

  Ensure the correct calling number is displayed

  Verify which names are assigned to each 
telephone number

  Measure the performance of caller names  
and adjust for better answer rates

Enable an 
Accurate  
Call Display

TIP 2
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TIP 3

Often, businesses may not even realize their 
calls are being blocked or tagged until they 
receive negative feedback from their customers. 
Consider taking steps to:

  Understand your baseline call patterns to 
identify telephone numbers that are wrongly 
blocked or tagged

  Register telephone numbers across the caller 
ID ecosystem

  Monitor changes to the reputation of your 
registered TNs

Make Sure Calls 
Aren't Mis-Tagged 
as Spam or Blocked
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In a recent TechValidate survey, 89% of respondents said CNO 
reduced or eliminated their call blocking and mis-tagging issues.

The Many Benefits of CNO

Get Calls 
Answered
Ensure business names and 
numbers are consistent and 
accurate across all carriers and 
devices to reduce erroneous 
call blocking and tagging  
of outbound calls by 90-100%2

Reduce Costs
Save time and reduce 
operational costs by up to 25% 
by reaching target audience 
the first time. 

Increase ROI
Eliminate the phone tag 
and recover 18-22% of lost 
revenue. Drive conversion 
rates, and reduce churn.

Works with 
All Carriers
We manage caller ID across 
over 850 carriers—and are 
trusted by thousands of leading 
brands and enterprises in 
financial services, government, 
healthcare, insurance, and more.

2 Forrester 
3 TechValidate survey, 2020

Survey respondent that say CNO  
has reduced or eliminated their  

call blocking and tagging3

89%
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Don’t Forget to  
Measure Your success!

Neustar also provides ongoing monitoring of 
enterprise-registered telephone numbers to  
mitigate tagging and blocking. This includes  
tagging notification from the Neustar Trusted  
Call Solutions portal, including: 

  Registration of Telephone Numbers (TNs)

  Current TN Reputation Report

  Monthly Call Volume by TN

  Change History by TN
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Learn More.
Visit www.trustedcall.neustar to learn more about our seven-step 
outbound calling journey. You’ll have access to valuable resources,  
tips, and eLearning.

CNO is just one component of the Neustar, a TransUnion company,  
TCS suite of solutions. Take our outbound call assessment.

https://www.trustedcall.neustar
https://www.discover.neustar/outbound-call-assessment-tool.html?_ga=2.102044033.1036112396.1649123609-967990831.1611575963

